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Naruto is a ninja-in-training with a need for attention, a knack for mischief, and sealed within him, a

strange, formidable power. His antics amuse his instructor Kakashi and irritate his teammates,

intense Sasuki and witty Sakura, but Naruto is serious about becoming the greatest ninja in the

village.
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"Naruto Vol. 2" finds Naruto, Sakura, Sasuke and their teacher, the one-eyed Kakashi, on their first

"real" assignment as Genin, or Junior Ninja. (After having passed Kakashi's test to be full-fledged

Ninja, of course!) The foursome are hired to protect Tazuna, a gruff and unfriendly bridge builder

from the Land of the Waves. Tazuna is being hunted by The Demon Zabuza, a fearsome outlaw

ninja who slaughtered his entire graduating class from The-Village-Hidden-in-the-Mist.Volume 2

expands on the themes brought up in Volume 1. Naruto is still an almost unlikable brat, but his

potential comes out more and more. Kakashi serves as a teacher both to the reader and to Naruto,

Sakura and Sasuke, unfolding tales of the Chakras, the Kage ninja leaders, and other essentials of

author Kishimoto's ninja fantasy world. The secret of Kakashi's hidden eye is revealed as well in an

awesome battle with The Demon Zabuza.Everything really starts to take off with this volume. The

stage has been set, the characters have been established, and now the ride begins.

I'm a Naruto junkie! This manga is well illustrated and written by Masashi Kishimoto. I plan to buy all

volumes of the series and anything that follows it. If your new to manga this is a good one to start



with.

Our 11 y/o is finally enjoying to read because of these books. I haven't the slightest clue as to what

they are about, but he sure does and he loves them. No more fighting to get him to complete his 1

hour of mandatory reading/day. Often times, he can put the books down ( I am slowly buying him

the monster collection of Naruto books that he has wanted.

Im not gonna describe the whole plot of this book, because anyone reading this is probably thinking

of buying it themselves. This book is a really great book, but it kind of ruined it that I had already

seen the series. Anyways, it arrived a day before it should, and in top shape. Naturally, you have to

get book no1 first. The translation is great, but I wish  would sell the original raw japanese mangas.

They are assigned their first real mission and we are again shown the hierarchy of the group skill

wise when they are ambushed. We also see the first display of how great Naruto and Sasuke are

when they work together. A good addition and fast read.

Hey, if you're a naruto fan this book is very entertaining and fun to read.Also this book will keep you

itching to learn what kind of mission naruto and his friends have to do next!!!And last if you're not

the kind of person who doesn't like action books then don't get this, but on the other hand if you do

like it then it's perfect for you. cYa!!!!

This is real great book to read its like watching the show but with no sound, but why do they make

manga kinda confuseing to read when i read manga books i get kinda confused cause 1. the front

cover shows you what way to read but when you think thats the way you read it says you're reading

the wrong way, 2. when it tells you whitch way to read it still fells like you're reading it the wrong

way, thats the confuseing parts about manga but this book was great.

!Heather's Teenage Son!Yeah, I heard a nasty rumor that 4-Kids (the same people responsible for

the REALLY bad dub of Pokemon) have the rights to the animated series version of this manga. If

this is true, then get this manga before 4-Kids completely turns you off to it. This is a great manga,

along with it's first manga. It's more serious than volume one of course, but still manages to

entertain hugely. But PLEASE, I beg ya, read this before 4-Kids releases the English version of the

series!
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